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College Education and Law Enforcement
The Rise of the Educated Officer and the Death of the Keystone Kop: A Review of College
Education and Law Enforcement- Minnesota continues to lead the nation in professional peace
officer education. The article shares trends in Minnesota law enforcement education and its
impacts on the law enforcement profession.

Interviewing victims of child abuse can be a challenging task. Many law enforcement officers are
eager to learn about this process and find the interviews a rewarding part of their job. Chief
Gordon Ramsay shares information on training from the First Witness Child Advocacy Center in
Duluth, MN
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In 2004, LEMA organized a family fun event during the holiday season for survivor families. Read
about the wonderful time had by all and the work of LEMA.
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2014 Executive Training Institute

Read about the Special Olympics Minnesota Summer Games being held June 26-28, 2014.
Information on other activities of the Special Olympics Minnesota is also included.

Minnesota Chiefs of Police Foundation board member, Major General Robert D. Shadley, Ret. is
offering to provide, pro bono, training on leadership in a crisis to members of the Minnesota
Chiefs of Police Association. Read about the training.

In 2014, numerous officers will be retiring creating a“tsunami”effect within Minnesota law
enforcement. As the leader of your organization, have you done what needs to be done to
prepare for the loss of officers? The author offers questions to help you prepare.

Minnesota’s newest Law Enforcement Training Facility opened at Rasmussen College’s Eagan
campus. Read about the offerings at this new center.

The 2014 Executive Training Institute, Leadership Success Expanding: the Bond of Trust, is only a
short time away. Read about the keynote speakers, breakouts, lodging, social events, expo and
registration.
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Heartfelt ThanksIt has been a Privilege

PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE

Usually the hardest thing about sitting down to write this
article is to come up with exactly what I want to say. This
time that is not a problem because I am writing my last
article as President for the Minnesota Chiefs of Police
Association (MCPA) and there is a lot to say about this
past year and the years that lay ahead for our
Association.
First, I want to express my heartfelt thanks to all the chiefs of
police in Minnesota for granting me the privilege to serve as one
of your leaders. It is hard to believe that the year has almost
gone by, even though every past-president I talked with said the
time between the Executive Training Institutes (ETI) was going to
fly by. I also want to say thank you to the members of the MCPA
Board of Directors. They are truly a dedicated group of
individuals, willing to give of their time and energy, and whose
actions always reflect their commitment to our Association and
its members. I can say without reservation that every one of the
board members would do anything to help the Association in
any way needed. I am humbled to have been able to share my
time on the board with the current and past members, thank
you for your service to our members. I also want to thank the
members of the Minnesota Chiefs of Police Foundation Board.
As many of you know our Association formed a Foundation to
assist in meeting our mission. This board, made up of people

CHIEF JEFF MCCORMICK
PRESIDENT
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OF POLICE ASSOCIATION
CHIEF OF POLICE CANNON FALLS

from outside of law enforcement, bring a level of energy and
passion about what we are doing. A level we are used to seeing
in new officers bent on wiping out crime singlehandedly. The
members of the Foundation Board are a key part of the MCPA
team and I am honored to have worked with these individuals
and watch them make things happen that benefit our members.
While my time on the board is not done, this will be one of my
last opportunities to speak to all the members and friends of the
Association in this forum. Words cannot express my gratitude to
all of you for helping to make our Association what it is today.
Second, ETI, which is in Rochester this year, will be underway
March 31 in Rochester. There are some very exciting aspects to
this year’s ETI. The planning committee, in response to attendee
surveys, has changed the length of the ETI to three days so chiefs
are not away from their departments for so many days. The
keynote speakers are outstanding and the lineup for breakout
sessions are so good you will have a tough time choosing which
to attend and which you will have to miss. The luncheon
honoring retired chiefs will be on Tuesday April 1st and while we
may kid around with some of the retired chiefs on April Fool’s
Day, it is great having them at ETI. Following the lunch retirees
are asked to attend a retirees meeting to help the Association
better meet their needs and interests. The annual Awards
Banquet will also be on Tuesday evening, which is when the

For A Good Crime, Call
D OES

YOUR DEPARTMENT HAVE A PROGRAM TO GO AFTER
INFORMATION ABOUT CRIME LIKE THIS ?

Call Crime Stoppers of Minnesota for help to do this,
offer anonymity, pay rewards, and more!!!
651-452-7463
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Association recognizes officers from across the state for their
actions in 2013. ETI is where the Chief Law Enforcement Officer
(CLEO) Certification should be ready to be rolled out to our
members. This is a one of the goals identified in our strategic
plan and is the culmination of a great deal of work. The CLEO
Certification will be a voluntary program that is intended to
recognize the areas of training and experience that are unique to
a CLEO. There are three tiers of certification, they are designed to
provide flexibility to meet a chief’s needs, and the menu model
was designed to make certification, with a little planning and
effort, obtainable for any chief.

Association to ensure that nothing fell through the cracks. The
willingness of our partner associations to provide assistance was
almost overwhelming. As president, I was the one receiving the
emails and phone calls offering to assist us in any way while we
worked through the transition. I do not want to try to list each
of them for fear of leaving someone out by accident, but I want
to thank them for the offers to assist and for the assistance they
provided. To our members, I guarantee that the while our
Association has accomplished much in the last 60 years, the next
60 years will accomplish even more and I am excited about our
future.

Third is the hard work intended to take our Association into the
years to come. Our Executive Director, Dave Pecchia, retired in
February, having served in that position since 2010. During that
time, the Association created a strategic plan to serve as a road
map. The Foundation grew in members and is working to
increase the support of educational programs of the Association,
which helps keep our trainings very affordable for our members.
As this article is being written, I am working with a committee to
recruit and select our next executive director. I am confident
that at the end of the process we will have a new executive
director who will help both the Association board and the
Foundation board take our Association to the next level in
serving our members. For the board, the retirement has meant
stepping forward and splitting up the daily work of the

I am feeling a little melancholy as I write this wrap-up knowing
that when you read this the ETI will be just weeks away and my
term as president will be coming to an end. However, I am also
very proud to be leaving the Association in a stronger position
than a year ago and know that Chief Gordon Ramsey, Duluth
Police Department, who will become the next president, is ready
to keep the Association moving forward. Thank you for all of the
support, encouragement and confidence you have had in me
and for this opportunity to serve as the leader of our leaders in
Minnesota law enforcement. I am left without words to fully
describe the pride I feel in being a member of the MCPA and
having been elected to serve its members. Thank you for this
amazing experience and God bless.

Become a leader
in public safety
“Saint Mary’s University was a

turning point for me.”
— Janeé Harteau, Minneapolis Police Chief and
Saint Mary’s Distinguished Alumna

Advance your career at Saint Mary’s. Our B.S. in Police Science and
M.A. in Public Safety Administration degree programs are taught by
experienced criminal justice leaders, and conveniently scheduled to meet the
needs of working adults. A generous transfer credit policy along with credit
Chief Harteau receiving a Distinguished Alumna Award
from Saint Mary’s University President Brother William Mann.
Harteau earned a B.S. in Police Science and an M.A. in
Public Safety Administration from the university.

for police and military training allows you to get on the fast track to success.
Courses are offered at locations in Minneapolis, Apple Valley, Oakdale, and
now also Rochester.
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A Strategic Plan

CHAPLAIN’S MESSAGE

In my chaplain’s message for the winter edition of the
Minnesota Police Chief, I shared the primary strategy I
use to deliver chaplaincy services to the Minnesota
Chiefs of Police Association (MCPA): I share light with
those who are alone in the dark. I also mentioned the
strategic plan that Public Safety Ministries (PSM)
recently completed. PSM is the organization that
employs me and supports my ministry work. Due to an
overwhelming response and demand for the additional
information contained in the strategic plan (yeah, well,
I may be exaggerating a bit here), I thought I’d share
the basics of the plan. Although I am the only
employee of PSM, I refer to we and our in our strategic
plan because of the large number of people and
organizations that are involved in supporting, guiding,
participating and developing this ministry.
Public Safety Ministries Strategic Plan
Our Mission
To Provide Spiritual Health Care Services to Public Safety
Professionals Throughout Minnesota.
Our Vision
All Minnesota Public Safety Professionals will have the needed
resources and opportunities to be healthy in body, mind and soul.

CHAPLAIN
EX-OFFICIO BOARD MEMBER
MINNESOTA CHIEFS
OF POLICE ASSOCIATION

of our communities. We want those professionals to never be
alone and without light in those dark times. We will provide
direct spiritual care to those individuals and also train and equip
others to provide that care as well.
• Gather, prepare and share stories.
The challenges that public safety professionals face in the
performance of their duties are not new and are well known. It
is critical that we gather the stories of these challenges, organize
and prepare them for presentation and then share them in
settings where others can learn ways to face these challenges
with strength, endurance and resiliency.
• Establish “spiritual health” as a permanent component of
employee health and wellness programs.
Current health and wellness programs address the physical
health of the body, the mental health of the mind, but neglect
the spiritual health of the soul. By providing consistent, positive,
visible and economical spiritual health care services, we will
show that addressing spiritual health in public safety is not only
acceptable, but also essential to caring for the overall health of
these professionals.

Our Key Strategies:
• Share light with those who are alone in the dark.

My strategic plan facilitator has also helped establish a number
of specific goals and objectives along with a timeline for
implementation to track the progress of our strategies. We
meet regularly to access our progress and accomplishments.
Throughout this extensive process, I’ve come to realize that
Pubic Safety Ministries is very personal to me. After many years
of exploring the idea, we incorporated in 2005. In 2007, I retired
and engaged the ministry full time, receiving my Lutheran
Pastor ordination in 2010. Now, in 2014, I know that this is the
work I will engage for many years to come. I have been blessed
with this opportunity and I thank the MCPA for their wonderful
support and allowing me to answer my personal call, To Serve
Those Who Protect.

The work of public safety professionals requires that they spend
the majority of their time working in the dark and stormy places

Take care,
Pastor Dan

Our Guiding Principles:
• Spiritual health is an essential component of an individual’s
overall health and fitness.
• Positive relationships are essential when providing spiritual
health care services.
• We will live and share our faith without imposing our faith.
• We will recognize and respect the “church and state”
relationship.
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MCPA Strategic Plan
Progressing

I would be remiss if I did not thank Dave Pecchia, who
stepped down as the Minnesota Chiefs of Police
Association (MCPA) Executive Director in February, for all
of his efforts and hard work in leading the Association
these last few years. I know Dave is a family man and it is
time to spend those hard earned retirement years with
family. Dave, you will be missed and I thank you for your
leadership.
At the time of this writing I do not know who the new executive
director will be, but no doubt it is someone with an accomplished
past, steeped in community service and familiarity with the
Association mission and vision.
This article is focused on strategic planning as our profession
continues to shape and be shaped by early retirements, transitions
to other careers and the like. Our Association is proudly leading

designers and researchers
for public environments

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

CHIEF HUGO MCPHEE
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT
MINNESOTA CHIEFS OF POLICE ASSOCIATION
CHIEF OF POLICE THREE RIVERS PARK
DISTRICT

the way on topics such as CLEO Certification, providing a
legislative voice and training for our membership. Other states
have watched how we handle various thorny issues such as DVS
or LPR access and legalized marijuana efforts as well as visionary
concepts such as our Minnesota Chiefs of Police Foundation work
and chief credentialing. Our successes are viewed as a template for
similar efforts in those areas.
The Association leadership did not just randomly fall upon a path
to address one topical area versus another. Rather, three years ago
the board leadership met in Duluth and charted our path on what
we needed to accomplish as an Association and how to stay
focused on the needs of the membership. These goals had an
accompanying timeline as well as a lead person assigned the
responsibility for project completion.
The result of this meeting was the creation of the MCPA Strategic
Plan and Vision. The board has followed the goals set forth at this
meeting-retreat and I am proud to say that essentially every
component identified has been accomplished. In those cases
where we did not accomplish the pre-set goals, or we had the
realization that a particular goal would cost too much or be
otherwise unwieldy to implement, (such as the chief legal defense
fund), an additional action plan was devised.
Once again at the Executive Training Institute (ETI) the
membership has the opportunity to vote new members to the
board. I urge everyone to thoughtfully consider those who have
put themselves out there to run for office. Select those individuals
you believe will accomplish the hard work of the Association and
who would bring continued leadership to the decision making
process. We are fortunate to have many qualified and motivated
members willing to step forward, a true sign of a growing and
vibrant Association.

305 Saint Peter Street
Saint Paul, MN 55102
tel 651 227 7773
fax 651 223 5646
mail@ woldae.com
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In the coming months of 2014 and in 2015, the board will again
meet to discuss the action plan for the next three-five years. It will
take motivated and visionary leaders and the support of the
membership to successfully chart that path. Be sure to make your
voices heard either through the regional representative process or
directly by contacting a board member. Just as many hands make
light work so too do many heads make better decisions. Stay safe
and enjoy the ETI.
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Another 4th Amendment
Ruling Coming from
U.S. Supreme Court

LEGAL UPDATE

In January, the U.S. Supreme Court heard arguments in
a traffic stop case that could have repercussions for all
of us in law enforcement. That case, Navarette v
California, involved the question of whether an officer
who receives an anonymous tip regarding drunk
driving or other misbehavior must corroborate the
driving conduct of the suspect before acting on the tip
and stopping the driver. In Navarette, police received
a call from an anonymous source telling them that a
silver Ford Pickup truck, license plate 8D94925 had
just driven them off the road. Police soon saw the
silver truck and promptly pulled it over in order to
further investigate. When officers approached the
driver they smelled the odor of marijuana and
discovered that the back of the truck was filled with it.
The question before our high court was whether police
needed to corroborate dangerous driving before
stopping a vehicle based upon information gleaned
from an anonymous source.

PETER ORPUT
WASHINGTON COUNTY ATTORNEY
PETER IVY
CHIEF DEPUTY COURT ATTORNEY
CARVER COUNTY JUSTICE CENTER
MINNESOTA CHIEFS OF POLICE
ASSOCIATION CO-COUNSEL

to police is presumed to be reliable and thus no further
corroboration is necessary before acting upon the information.3
California prosecutors, however, are arguing that police should
take into consideration the seriousness of the crime
anonymously reported and allow the courts to review car stops
on a case-by-case basis where the courts would look to the
totality of all of the circumstances. If the U.S. Supreme Court
agrees with the prosecutors, another bright line for officers to
follow in justifying a car stop would become blurry and courts
would likely create vague standards for police to follow. A
decision is expected from the Supreme Court later this summer.
1

294 N.W.2d 697 (Minn. 1980).
Olson v Commissioner of Public Safety 371 N.W.2d 552, 555 (Minn. 1985).
3
See, e.g., State v Siegfried, 274 N.W.2d 113 (1978)
2

Our Minnesota Supreme Court had already ruled upon that
same issue 34 years ago in Marben v Department of Public Safety.1
In Marben, a trooper received an anonymous tip of a driver
apparently driving drunk. The caller gave a detailed description
of the car as well as apparently drunk driving behavior to police.
A state trooper was nearby and saw the offending car and
followed it making his own independent observations that
supported the car stop. Our state courts have been clear since
Marben that when stopping a vehicle in Minnesota based upon
an anonymous tip, officers must be able to justify the temporary
investigative stop which requires nothing more than a
reasonable suspicion of criminal activity beyond the tip given.
The factual basis to justify a stop of a vehicle is minimal and any
observation of erratic driving would suffice. A tip, however,
made anonymously, would require some minimal indicia of
reliability. “If the police chose to stop on the basis of the tip
alone, the anonymous caller must provide some specific and
articulable facts to support the bare allegation of criminal
activity.”2 Of course, if a caller provides a name and other details
that would allow police to identify the caller, our courts have
held that a citizen caller who is identified and gives information

8
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State Fire Marshal
Division Tackles
Youth Firesetting with
Intervention Teams
Over the past decade, more than 2,000 kids showed up
in Minnesota fire reports. The write-ups said:“Cause of
Fire — children playing.” The State Fire Marshal
Division, along with other police and fire officials, has
been trying for years to reduce those numbers, but it’s a
difficult proposition.
In 2012 alone, 223 kids were reported to have started fires that
cost Minnesotans more than $2.5 million and almost
unbelievably, the 95 juvenile arson arrests that year accounted
for 57 percent of all arson arrests in the state. In response, our
deputy state fire marshal in charge of Youth Firesetting
Prevention and Intervention (YFPI) has initiated an approach
that’s new to Minnesota. It broadens our perception of what’s
necessary and creates teams of professionals who can approach
the problem together, from different perspectives.
Starting fires isn’t normal childhood behavior and kids who start
them repeatedly are not “playing.” Without intervention, their
behavior tends to continue and it appears to intervention
specialists that a ride in a squad car and a slap on the wrist may
do more harm than good; it might just be an enjoyable form of
attention.
Team intervention, however, is working. To date, multidisciplinary interventions are at least 97 percent effective in
deterring future fire-setting. The data show that three percent or
fewer of kids who get this kind of help start more fires.
An effective YFPI program should take into account that there
are underlying issues when children misuse fire. That’s why
intervention teams typically include professionals from various
backgrounds, including, but not limited to, law enforcement,
juvenile justice, fire service, social services, mental health and
public and private education.
Effective intervention includes fire-incident analysis and
assessment of the child and his or her family dynamics. From
there, strategies vary from simply providing fire education for
family members, to referring them to mental health
professionals. Occasionally, residential treatment is appropriate; in
extreme cases, child protection may become involved. In whole,
it’s an all-inclusive approach that addresses all the reasons
behind fire-setting behavior. Done right, it saves property and
lives and salvages childhoods.
The Department of Public Safety is currently organizing and
supporting regional teams of Youth Firesetting Prevention and
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Intervention specialists with the goal of making sure that no
Minnesotan needs to travel more than one hour to receive
services. Our staff has updated educational materials and
developed program guidelines and referral documents for YFPI
team members. State Fire Marshal Division staff also provides
National Fire Academy courses (complete with POST credits) free
of charge for those who volunteer to become team members.
If you, or someone on your staff, are interested in participating,
contact Kathi Osmonson at 651-201-7220 or
kathi.osmonson@state.mn.us. Kathi is also your contact for
requesting intervention in a youth fire-setting case. Please share
this information with your staff and encourage them to report
incidents of juveniles misusing fire and consider becoming part
of a statewide effort to tackle a persistent problem.
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COLLEGE EDUCATION AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

The Rise of the Educated Officer and the Death of the Keystone Kop:

A Review of College Education and Law Enforcement

By Sergeant Erik Johnston, Officer Justin Pletcher, Columbia Heights Police Department
Fellow chiefs and Minnesota Chiefs of Police
Association Members:
As I am sure you are aware, Minnesota continues to lead the
nation in professional peace officer education. We were one of the
first states to require a two-year college degree for prospective
peace officers over two decades ago and the level of education
has continued to increase to the point where we are now seeing
more applicants with four-year and graduate degrees. The
following article is taken from a “white paper” that was written by
two of my staff on trends in Minnesota law enforcement
education and its impacts on our profession. As you will see in the
article, the impacts of education in my agency have been
profound; as I am sure they may be in yours. As we continue our
professional progression towards the use of advanced policing
strategies that will utilize technology, problem-solving,
intelligence, crime mapping and trend analysis and use of
community partners, education will continue to be an integral
part of our hiring and promotional decisions. For copies of the full
10

and unedited paper which includes sources, or questions about
the paper or subject, please feel free to contact me at
scott.nadeau@ci.columbia-heights.mn.us
Scott Nadeau, Police Chief, City of Columbia Heights
“When I started in police work, all that was in the squad car
was a radio, a red light and a shotgun.” This recent comment,
made by a fellow police sergeant, was very telling about just
how far police work has come in recent years. This was not the
lament of a long retired officer back to tell his favorite war
stories, but rather a comment from one that was still in the
midst of a law enforcement career. A peek inside a squad car
today paints a completely different picture in terms of the
equipment and technology a new officer must master to be
successful. Officers now have laptops, video camera systems,
GPS tracking and fingerprint identification devices just to
name a few. The red gumball light has been replaced with a
high-intensity LED light bar and the shotgun is now in the
MINNESOTA POLICE CHIEF
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form of a high-capacity AR-15 assault rifle.
While the radio is still in place, chances are the
new 800 MHZ system has a channel reserved
for communicating with NASA in the event we
are needed to help land a shuttle.
Officers have always had to perform many
roles and wear a multitude of different hats in
the course of their duties. In this modern era of
policing, these roles have become even more
ambiguous with additional expectations being
placed on officers. Officers used to be
instructed to perform a task; essentially, they
were “call takers.” Now, officers are expected to
be problem solvers who work more
autonomously and have more options, more
discretion and ultimately, more outcomes. For
example, use of force by police officers has
become a hot topic, regularly represented in
the media as overused and often
misunderstood. Complex continuums are now
used to explain how force should be applied
and each type can have a different outcome.
How an officer solves the problem ultimately
determines more than just an arrest, as our
increasingly litigious society continues to hold
officers to higher standards for their decision
making.
The community policing reform that begun
decades ago continues to hold interest as a
way of promoting police and community
interaction. Officers are no longer being
allowed to “band-aid” community problems. In
addition, the mid 1990s New York Police
Commissioner William Bratton started a
landmark change in crime fighting with his
Comp-Stat method of crime tracking and
response (Bratton, 1998). This combination has
heralded in a new era of policing in which we
are using computer mapping, trend analysis
and community partnerships to leverage a
police response into more effective and longer
lasting results.
In the Kansas City Patrol Experiment, it was
determined there was little to no effect in
simply increasing patrol officers as a way of
solving crime. (Kelling et al., 1974). Instead, an
intelligent and measured response is the more
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effective way to direct police resources when working to solve
community problems (CHPD, 2012). Columbia Heights Police
Chief Scott Nadeau explained, “Officers need to fully
understand the problem, provide a thoughtful analysis of
alternatives, research the best practices and assemble a
comprehensive plan that includes multiple stakeholders and
leverages community resources to reduce or eliminate the
problem.” This modern problem-solving officer, and their
organization, is the future of policing and have made higher
education an increasingly important attribute for police
officers to possess.

THE VALUE OF EDUCATION
The benefits of a college education have long been debated
in police work. The rising cost in both time and money are
valid considerations for both the individual and the profession.
The Pew Research Center found 57 percent of Americans
believed college education did not provide a good value
(Taylor et al., 2011). However, among college students
surveyed 86 percent indicated that college was a good
investment for them. A smaller portion (55 percent) indicated
it was helpful to prepare for a career or job. The Pew report
does note a college degree holder will earn on average an
additional $20,000 per year over the course of a lifetime. Of
further note, is that while police work does not often require a
college degree, higher education is commonly required in
other “helping” professions like social work, nursing and
education (Hilal and Densley, 2013).
The Common Good Forecaster examined how education
affects and influences community welfare. Their analysis found
that in New Mexico alone, increasing the population’s
individual education by one level of schooling would see a
murder rate that dropped by over 50 percent and an
incarceration rate that dropped over 60 percent. The FBI
Uniform Crime Report showed that in 2004 the ten states with
the highest college enrollment rates showed, on average, a
much lower violent crime rate. Minnesota was among the
highest enrollments and had a violent crime rate of 269.6 per
100,000; significantly lower than the national average of 465.5.
It should be noted that there is a belief among a portion of
those in law enforcement that a college degree is not needed
and that on-the-job experience provides an officer with the
necessary skills and knowledge. This is a common lament by
police officers seeking a degree because the climate of their
organization is moving towards higher-educated officers and
they feel, or know, it will be needed as a requirement for
promotion. It often includes a reference to a retired family
member that was highly successful and was promoted up the
12

chain with a high school education. There is no doubt that
with time and experience police work regularly sees better
results in proficiency and professionalism. However, education
and experience result in the best policing performance overall
(Scott et al, 2009).

HIGHER EDUCATION AT WORK
Ramsey County Sherriff Matthew D. Bostrom conducted a
study of the St. Paul Police Department to determine if
education level was a good predictor for work habits (2005).
Bostrom focused on four categories, which included sick time
used, number of traffic collisions, disciplinary frequency and
commendations received. What Bostrom’s study of St. Paul
showed was that, among other things, officers with a Masters
level of education scored significantly higher than officers with
a bachelors degree or below. This correlation of education
and professionalism is what Bostrom initially sought to confirm
with his study.
What Bostrom didn’t expect to find initially was officers with
two-year degrees did not differ much from those holding
bachelor degrees. However, when those bachelor degrees
were broken down, Bostrom found the types of degrees
showed great variation in work habits. Ultimately, officers with
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bachelor of arts degrees, such as criminology and sociology,
showed a significant positive advantage over other degrees.
Bostrom concluded that officers with bachelor of arts degrees
may have succeeded due to course work which emphasized
problem-solving from various viewpoints, as well as
understanding how perception influences behavior, but felt
that additional research should be done.

THE PUBLIC BENEFIT
The public also benefits from educated police officers. A
recent study in Police Quarterly showed that officers with
college education used force 56 percent of the time, while
those with only a high school diploma resorted to force 68
percent of the time (Rydberg & Terrill, 2010). Not only is this a
significant number of citizens that were not exposed to force;
those officers that refrained were also less likely to risk injury
and time away from the job. A study in Criminal Justice and
Behavior found that officers with 11 or more years of
experience used force 51 percent of the time (Paoline & Terrill,
2007). This shows the similar effects that education and
experience have on policing, but the reality is a lot can
happen in those 11 years.
The level of problem solving that both experience and

education offers is demonstrated when examining complaints
brought against officers. Research has shown that while there
is no major statistical difference in the number of officergenerated complaints when comparing officers with two-year
degrees to those with four years of college, there is a
significant difference in sustained complaints with officers
who have a college education over those who do not.
According to a study conducted by the International
Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) using the Florida Criminal
Justice State and Training Commission, police officers with
only a high school diploma (58 percent of the total police
force) were subject to 78 percent of all disciplinary actions.
Officers with two-year degrees (16 percent of the force) were
subject to 12 percent and police officers with bachelor’s
degree made up 24 percent of the police force and were
subject to only 11 percent of all disciplinary actions (Mayo,
2006).

FROM CALL TAKER TO PROBLEM SOLVER
Minnesota has long been on the vanguard of police reform
and the move towards a higher standard of skill and
professionalism. In 1977, it created the first licensing
requirement for police officers and in 1978, a two-year degree
became the minimum requirement for all new officers in the
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state. As of 2003, only nine percent of police departments
nationally required a two-year degree and only one percent
required a four-year degree. In addition, police officers in
Minnesota are more educated than the general population,
showing 34.7 percent of police officers have a bachelor’s
degree compared to 27.4 percent of the population (Hilal &
Erickson, 2010).
The Columbia Heights Police Department is a great example
of a department progression where officers have obtained an
increasingly higher level of education. In 1983, almost half of
the police officers did not have a college education (CHPD,
2013). In 2013, over half of the officers (52 percent) have a
bachelor’s degree or higher. In addition, another 25 percent of
the officers are actively engaged in pursuit of a bachelor’s or a
master’s degree (CHPD, 2013). This increase has coincided with
a higher level of professionalism and an overall increase in
effectiveness of police response as measured through a
sustained crime reduction and a stronger partnership with the
community. The officers have progressed beyond merely
solving crimes and have moved full force into solving
community problems.
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CONCLUSION
For those that have patiently read this entire article looking for
the information about the “Keystones Kops” your wait is now at
an end. The tongue-in-cheek title was not meant as an insult
to the men and women that continue to serve the law
enforcement profession with honor, dedication and ingenuity.
Rather, it is a nod to the increasing skill and professionalism
with which modern police officers do their jobs. They continue
to be tasked with a growing list of requirements and at each
opportunity they rise to the challenge.
Officers are facing new tasks that did not exist even 15 years
ago and employing skills that would take years to acquire and
perfect through traditional experience. Skills that are also part
of a comprehensive college education. It is through the
repetition, experiment and learning offered by the higher
education process that we start the journey to add extra to
ordinary. No college program or trade school is a magic bullet
for improved performance. However, a higher education has
shown to have definitive benefits for those in police work,
changing them from yesterday’s “call takers” to tomorrow’s
exceptional problem solvers. Call it a keystone of modern
police work.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR INTERVIEWING CHILDREN

Best Practices for Interviewing Children

By Beth Olson, Executive Director, First Witness Child Advocacy Center

Interviewing victims of child abuse can be a
challenging task. Making sure questions are asked so a
child can understand them, reducing suggestibility by
asking non-leading questions and making the child feel
safe and comfortable during the interview, among many
other factors, can be intimidating to many officers and
other professionals. Yet, many law enforcement officers
are eager to learn about this process and find the
interviews a rewarding part of their job. It is important
that forensic interviewers are well trained in the most
updated practices and receive regular on-going
training.
First Witness Child Advocacy Center in Duluth, offers scholarships
for law enforcement (thanks to the Minnesota Department of
Human Services) for our forensic interview training. Likely many
of you have sent officers to the Center over the last 20 years for
training. However, a lot has changed in that time and what we
know about how to interview children has changed dramatically.
Forensic interviewing is almost unrecognizable from what it was
in 1994 when First Witness first began teaching professionals
how to interview kids. With new information comes new
practices and as always, a lot to learn.
We are proud to have created a new updated interview protocol
that through our experience, just makes plain sense. Many things
are still the same, but we integrated new research, best practices
and techniques making interviews solid for current standards in
the courtroom.
A few of our updates:
• Increasing the use of narrative practice and invitations: What
is that you ask? Basically it means using open-ended questions
that allow the child to talk more, the interviewer to talk less
and reduce the suggestibility of interview. Defense attorneys
will actually tally how many words an interviewer uses in an
interview and compare that to how many words a child uses
to prove a suggestible interview.

• Including questions about exposure to pornography, or
other technologically-based abuses, in every forensic
interview: A record number of children have access to
electronic devises at home, school, a friend or family member’s
house and/or in public locations. Our team members agreed
to standardized language on how to ask these questions in
the interview.
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• Integrated our interview (or reliability) instructions into the
interview to make sure that children can use the
instructions to the best of their ability: This means they are
less likely to take suggestions from the interviewer and more
likely to use the instructions to communicate clearly.
• Creating a truth agreement with the child: Based on an
intense amount of research, forensic interviewers now know
that testing a child’s understanding of the truth does nothing
to make them more likely to be truthful. A simple agreement
has been shown to slightly increase truth telling.
In Duluth, First Witness Child Advocacy Center facilitates and
supports the multi-disciplinary team responsible for investigating
and responding to reports of child abuse. Representatives from
law enforcement, St. Louis County Child Protection and First
Witness staff make up a small team of interviewers trained to
interview child abuse victims. Many of our interviewers conduct
less than 10 interviews in a year. We understand the need to
have an interview protocol that is easy to learn and easy to use
while ensuring each interview is legally defensible and reliable. In
rural areas, many law enforcement officers are interviewing child
abuse victims without a child friendly interview room, the
assistance of a multi-disciplinary team or access to on-going
peer review and training. Through our training, we work with
each officer to acquire the greatest level of skills and support
possible in accordance with their access to resources.
Thanks to the five departments on the First Witness Team, Duluth
Police Department, St. Louis County Sheriff’s Department,
Proctor Police Department, Floodwood Police Department and
Hermantown Police Department for their commitment to doing
the best they can for kids and taking the time to learn and
practice this new updated protocol.
We welcome you all to come get trained in the new updated
protocol. Scholarships are available (even if you have been
through the training before) and on-going assistance after the
training is always here for you too. The National Children’s
Alliance recommends that interviewers complete a full forensic
interview training every five years to stay current with their skills.
To access the latest information about trainings offered at First
Witness check out our website at www.firstwitness.org or call
218-727-8353 and ask for Lori.
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LEMA at the Holidazzle

By Chief Scott Nadeau, Columbia Heights Police Department

In 2004, LEMA first organized a family fun event during the
holiday season for our survivor families. As you can imagine,
the holidays are a time for family and this can be a difficult
time for survivors as memories of their fallen officer and their
absence during this special season can be overwhelming.
The Hollidazzle has been a way for families to come together in a social
setting to meet other families, share memories and enjoy a festive
evening complete with a light supper and a surprise visit from Santa.
Most years the event took place in a heated tent along the Nicollet Mall
to watch the Holidazzle parade. 2013 marked the last time the family
fun event would include the Holidazzle parade as the parade ended its
reign as a holiday event. Over the years many families have attended
this event and we look forward to new events in 2014 and beyond.
Caring for survivors, honoring those who have made the ultimate
sacrifice and caring for agencies who have lost an officer in the line of
duty is what LEMA is all about.
Are you a member of LEMA? Memberships are inexpensive, and since
LEMA is staffed by volunteers over 95 percent of your donation goes
directly to our honor guard and providing for survivor families. For
more information on how you can join, volunteer, or otherwise support
LEMA contact President Jeff Beahen at (763)
428-3450, or Vice President Scott Nadeau at
(763) 706-8105.

Members of LEMA with Santa and Mrs. Claus.
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Special Olympics Minnesota Summer Games
and Torch Run

SPECIAL OLYMPICS OF MINNESOTA

By Molly Swanson, Development Associate, Special Olympics Minnesota
The Special Olympics Minnesota Summer Games will be held
June 26-28, 2014, at Stillwater Area High School, Stillwater. All
law enforcement are invited to attend the Celebration
Ceremonies on Friday, June 27 to escort the “Flame of Hope”
and light the torch for the 2014 Summer Games.
Annual Torch Run t-shirt sales are returning with brand new
shirts for 2014, featuring the brand new Torch Run logo. Law
enforcement and their departments across the state sell Torch
Run t-shirts for $10, and running shirts for $20, with proceeds
going directly to Special Olympics Minnesota. The Torch Run
shirts are also worn during Final Leg events across the state, as
law enforcement carry the “Flame of Hope” to raise awareness
and funds for Special Olympics Minnesota.
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The back of the t-shirt lists all of the departments that have
raised over $1,000 for Special Olympics Minnesota in the
previous year. This fundraising is done through selling t-shirts,
participating in events such as Polar Bear Plunges or golf
tournaments or hosting their own event such as a tip-a-cop or
community 5K.
If you are interested in participating in the 2014 Summer
Games or purchasing Torch Run shirts, please contact Molly
Swanson at molly.swanson@somn.org
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RETIRED CHIEF

By Pat Farrell, Rochester Police Department, Chief (Ret.)

This brief article has given me an opportunity to reflect
upon my roughly 38 years of police service and to try to
clarify, at least in my mind, what I have been spending
my time on in retirement. A person is often asked what
he or she is doing when no longer gainfully employed.
The retiree might struggle, as I have, to express what
keeps him or her active day after day. But if that person
is anything like me, we are awfully busy doing whatever
it is we do.
I began my career in policing with the Minneapolis Police
Department (MPD) in January of 1960. My first exposure to the
job was in the Seven Corners area then followed quickly by an
assignment to a foot beat on the deteriorating streets of
Hennepin and Washington Avenues, then known as “skid row”.
What an eye-opener that experience was for a “green” kid from
the south side. But it was an experience that has been the
source of many memories.

A series of promotions first led me into juvenile investigations.
There, I had the good fortune to be one of the first five
investigators to begin what was then, and maybe still is today,
the School Liaison Program in the MPD. Other departments may
call a similar unit their school resource officer unit. From there I
moved into adult investigations, first specializing in burglary then
in robbery and homicide. With the fairly solid grounding in the
street side of municipal policing, I stepped into the totally
different realm of management. After earning a MBA degree, I
was appointed one of three deputy chiefs of the department.
After holding that position for several years under three chiefs of
police, I thought, “Gee I can do that chief’s job.” So I applied for a
couple of chief of police positions, one in the state of
Washington and the other here in Rochester. Though excited
about the new opportunity, it was difficult to leave my
colleagues of so many years in the MPD. The fine police
department staff and the community members of the City of
Rochester helped make the transition proceed with relative
smoothness. This was a city of 78,000 people when I arrived in
1986. It has grown to about 106,000 today.
As a newly minted chief of police, I found that the minutiae of
managing a total department, rather that one of its divisions or
bureaus is quite challenging. The experience of others who have
been through this process of career change and its associated
growth was most helpful. The close and cooperative association
with other chiefs, both new and well experienced, I came into
contact with as a member of the Minnesota Chiefs of Police
Association (MCPA) was instrumental in making this transition
proceed with less strain that it might have. Many of the offerings
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found at the MCPA annual
Executive Training Institute
(ETI) were very useful in
building a broader foundation
from which to manage an
entire agency.
It certainly is no surprise to a
chief of police that size truly
doesn’t matter. The smaller
agencies experience many, if
eventually not all, the issues
Pat and Peg Farrell , Otrano, Italy
faced by chief officers of large
departments. The difference is that the smaller agency has fewer
people to help in managing the ever-changing aspects of a
department’s life. So it was helpful when I could contact another
member of the MCPA to learn what he or she may have done in
past similar circumstances.
When I made the transition into retirement, I did not miss the
hustling off to work in the early morning, or the late hours at
night, or the public appearances or any other features of the
position. What I did miss for quite a long time was the not
knowing what was happening in our community. For the most
part, I had no more of a clue to the REAL happenings of this city
other than what I, like all the rest of the citizens, was able to draw
from the published news reports. Like every other practitioner of
this profession, you know there is more to the story than what
you read or hear. Eventually I stopped pestering former
colleagues for more details and settled into the not-too-well
informed life of a regular citizen.
The only advice I would offer to a new chief of police is – don’t
stay too long.
After retirement in 1998, I became a part of a small group of local
leaders gathered to set in motion the process of forming a Boys
& Girls Club in Rochester. This group honored me by asking me
to serve as the first president of the board of directors. I think
that honor was bestowed upon me because I was the only
member of the group that was not fully employed and obviously
had time on my hands. Several years later I left the board
because my wife and I were spending so much time in Arizona
that I could not fully participate in a board member’s
responsibilities. It is wonderful to now see, some 15 years later,
the club move into a beautiful new building. Quite a step up
from the ratty old building we used those first years.
What I regard as one of the best presentations given at the ETI
led me into an association that has consumed much of my time
MINNESOTA POLICE CHIEF
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was abducted and murdered in Florida, was instrumental in the
creation of the NCMEC, which was established by Congress in
1984. This group, some 65 in number scattered across the
country, would serve as a rapid response unit to assist local law
enforcement agencies in their active cases of disappearance or
abduction. Our members serve as a connection between the
people in the field and resources available through the National
Center, such as search and rescue experts, land fill search experts
and specialty equipment. We also provide support services for
the family of missing children.

Ret. Chief Pat Farrell, Reve and John Walsh

in retirement. That presentation was given by Dr. Daniel
Broughton, a Mayo Clinic pediatrician, who spoke of the horrible
abuse infants as well as older children suffer at the hands of
adults. Dr. Broughton was the long serving chairman of the
board of the National Center for Missing & Exploited Children
(NCMEC), based in Alexandria, VA. I joined that organization as a
consultant (I always wanted to be a consultant – it sounds so
lofty) with their program of retired law enforcement officers,
from all types of agencies, who would assist in cold case
investigations. In 2003, I was one of the first members of their
Team Adam group of retirees, named after the deceased son of
John Walsh (America’s Most Wanted). Walsh, whose son Adam

It has been great to be retired from full time employment and
yet still somewhat connected with active police work. As one of
my book shelves fills up with cases of still missing children and
those murdered by the hand of adults who should be protecting
them, perhaps it is approaching the time to leave that and focus
completely on travel and golf. Oh well, we’ll see how this plays
out a little longer.
My family has been in the public service business for many years.
My wife Peg is a retired nurse whose long career closed out in
clinical research at Mayo Clinic. Our eldest son works for the
National Archive and Records Administration (NARA). Our
middle son, who died at the young age of 42 from pancreatic
cancer, was a firefighter for the City of Rochester. The youngest
son is a police officer for the City of Blaine. It’s in the genes I
guess.
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Leadership in a
Crisis Training

LEADERSHIP IN A CRISIS TRAINING

ROBERT D. SHADLEY
US ARMY MAJOR GENERAL, (RET.)
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MINNESOTA CHIEFS OF POLICE FOUNDATION

Robert D. Shadley is
a retired US Army
major general and a
member of the
Minnesota Chiefs of
Police Foundation
board of directors.

acquisition and logistics consulting advice to businesses in the
aerospace and defense sector.

Throughout my
leadership career, I have
guided more than 3,500
military men and
women in combat and
over 20,000 students in
training in peacetime.

I am the author of “The GAMe: Unraveling a Military Sex Scandal”,
which provides the reader the opportunity to work alongside
me as I lead my staff and organization through a major scandal
at the Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland in 1996-1997. I now
use this experience to provide training to the military, private
sector business and other organizations.

I retired from active duty in 2000, following a distinguished 33year active duty military career serving in key command and staff
assignments, to include combat tours in Vietnam and Operation
Desert Shield/Storm. I followed this serving in key leadership
positions at Alliant Techsystems, Inc. (ATK) and have served as a
senior mentor providing logistics and leadership subject matter
expertise to Army units prior to deployment to Afghanistan and
Iraq, in addition to training exercises. Currently, I provide

My awards and decorations include the Distinguished Service
Medal, the Defense Superior Service Medal, the Legion of Merit
with two Oak Leaf Clusters and the Bronze Star Medal with Oak
Leaf Cluster.

I am offering to provide, pro bono, training on leadership in a
crisis to members of the Minnesota Chiefs of Police Association. I
have presented to a regional chiefs meeting in St. Cloud on
November 7, 2013 and to the Three Rivers Park District Police
Department on December 18, 2013.
(Additional information is available at www.shadleyeditions.com.
Major General Shadley can be reached at rdshadley@comcast.net
and 952-303-2242)

www.hennepintech.edu/customizedtraining/aces | 763.657.3700
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Fire Protection & Emergency Management
Industrial Safety & OSHA Compliance Training
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The Employment Tsunami

THE EMPLOYMENT TSUNAMI

By Duane Wolfe

It was October 2013, Advisory Board Day at the
Alexandria Technical and Community College Law
Enforcement Program. A day we set aside each year to
bring our panel of current and former law enforcement
officers together to discuss and guide the program in its
mission of training future officers.
The 250 plus students had stood inspection in our Tactical
Warehouse and Neil Melton, Director of the MN POST Board, was
addressing the students. As part of that address he told them
that they had timed their entry into Minnesota law enforcement
perfectly, in that as many as 2,000 officers may be retiring from
their careers just as the students were hoping to begin theirs. In
a later conversation, he said the actual number would be around
1,700.
It struck me in a personal sense, having just a few hours before
placed the envelope with my retirement papers addressed to
PERA in a mailbox. As a trainer, and soon to be retiree, it also
caused me to look at the potential changes in the culture of law
enforcement with potentially close to one fifth of the current
officers moving onto retirement.
A tsunami, as I am sure you know is a large tidal wave. Most
recently we have seen the tragedies caused by them in Thailand.
In the case of the coming “Employment Tsunami” there is a
possibility of damage and tragedy, but also great growth and
change.
The first sign of a coming tsunami is the waters receding, leaving
a barren expanse of sea floor, exposing the once covered terrain.
Unlike the unfortunate victims of a tidal wave, the administrators
of Minnesota law enforcement have had advanced warning and
time to prepare for the sweeping away of their veteran officers.
By now I am sure you know how many of your officers will be
preparing to “pull the pin”. Some departments will be prepared
more than others will.
When those officers who choose to retire leave, a great deal of
knowledge will go with them, knowledge that may not be
quickly or easily replaced. That brain drain will include a portion
of the history, traditions and culture of their departments. Each
department will be affected to a differing degree depending on
whom and how many officers decide to leave their ranks.
Each officer will be affected to differing degrees by that decision.
For some, the transition will be seamless for others, not so much.
For some, the decision is made by economics not desire. Bear in
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mind that each officer who leaves your department has a bond
to the department they serve. For many, a strong sense of family,
of who and what they are. In many cases they will be separated
from something that they truly love. Like the loss of a loved one
there can be a sudden void in their lives. That void can lead to
problems like depression, chemical and alcohol abuse and even
suicide.
As the leader of your organization, that family, what have you
done to prepare for those officers needs after retirement? All too
often that question goes unanswered because it goes unasked.
What can you do to let that officer know that they still belong?
What can you do to ease that transition from work to retirement?
After the tidal movement of water away from the beach comes
the tsunami. Its strength and the resulting potential level of
damage will be determined by the size of the wave and the
structure it hits.
Law enforcement is filled with examples of the long lasting
damage a sudden surge in hirings can cause if the infrastructure
of the department isn’t strong or doesn’t stay strong.
Departments around the country have seen the affects of
lowering hiring standards or of not doing complete background
checks on a wave of new officers. Scandals and lawsuits have
followed and even murders have been committed by officers
who were allowed an easier path into the profession, with the
corresponding loss of confidence and erosion of trust in the
hearts and minds of those they were hired to serve.
More than a few tragedies have occurred when FTO positions
were given to inexperienced or poorly qualified officers. Rookies
training rookies have seen unnecessary deaths occur because of
the degradation of the vital skills of officer safety. Shortened FTO
timelines to rush new officers onto the streets to fill the void
have seen the same results.
What have you done to insure that you have good quality FTOs
who will instill and exemplify the proper skills and just as
importantly, the culture, history and traditions of your
department? What can you do to prevent the potential FTO
burnout that can result with a limited number of qualified FTOs
and the sudden increase in the need for training new officers?
So as you can see, you may be facing a three-pronged problem.
1. Do we value our retirees? How do we demonstrate that?
What can we do to continue to foster our relationship in a
mutually supportive and beneficial way?
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2. Does our department have the resolve to
hire quality, professional law enforcement to
avoid taking the expeditious or easy way out
of the possible coming problem in recruiting
and retaining good quality officers?
3. Is the system we have in place up to the task
of taking in the wave of new officers without
being swept away by it? What can be done
to keep the quality, or better yet improve the
quality of our department? Sometimes there
is no better way to improve a culture than to
fill its ranks with fresh faces, new ideas and
open minds. Are we fostering those ideals?
Hopefully, you have already addressed all of these
areas of concern. If not, perhaps reading through
the problems has sparked some ideas on how to
deal with the situation. A few suggestions:

Professionals
Training
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1. Invite your retirees to department functions
to keep those bonds alive and form new
bonds with the incoming officers. What
better way to foster an atmosphere of family
for your department?
2. Can your retirees assist in the recruitment,
testing and/or background investigation?
Often, just being asked to help is more
uplifting than actually doing the task.

• FREE PIT refresher,
with EVOC
• Assistance with policy
development
• Ride-a-long evaluations
• Customized programs

mnsafetycenter.org • 320.255.3123 or 320.654.5499

3. Retired officers can still work a limited
number of hours as peace officers. Can your
retirees assist in the training and FTO process
of your new officers and/or current officers?
Volunteer or paid work still instills a feeling of
value and worthwhile contribution.
4. Perhaps more importantly, ask retired officers
what they would be interested in and willing
to contribute back.
As you can see, the wave will go both ways. Are
you prepared and willing to make it as positive,
and rewarding an experience as possible, for
both?

A MEMBER OF THE MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES SYSTEM
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STATE-OF-THE-ART TRAINING FACILITY
The ribbon cutting ceremony at Rasmussen College’s new
“Skills” Training Center located at the Eagan Campus.

M

State-of-the-Art Training Facility Opens to
Train Law Enforcement Officers of Tomorrow
Minnesota’s newest Law Enforcement Training Facility
opened at Rasmussen College’s Eagan campus on
January 8.

that’s not prepared for what he or she will see in the field,” said
Matt Petz, veteran Minnesota police officer and vice president of
academic affairs at Rasmussen College.

In April 2009, Rasmussen College became the first private college
in Minnesota’s law enforcement training history to earn MN POST
Board approval for skills. It’s graduates are employed by a host of
state, county and local law enforcement agencies across the
country.

“As a former law enforcement administrator of a large
department, I immediately saw the value of our skills facility,” said
retired Sheriff Currie Myers, the new dean of the School of Justice
Studies at Rasmussen College. “This modern facility, in concert
with excellent faculty and staff, will have an immediate impact
on this region’s law enforcement community. It can also translate
into budget savings to these departments, since our center is so
close to the metro area. Our academy graduates will be a
valuable resource into the recruiting pipeline for Minnesota law
enforcement agencies in the future.”

The facility, located in Eagan, is the next evolution in Rasmussen’s
law enforcement training program. The new state-of-the-art
facility includes a mock bar, apartment, bank, convenience store,
crime lab, firearms training simulator (MILO) and a padded room
for use-of-force and defensive tactics; all because the training
philosophy of the program continues to be grounded in realitybased, hands-on training.
“I lived this job for years. It’s about public safety and the reality of
what you see on the street. I’m not going to send out a cop
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Rasmussen requires its students to undergo 80 hours of firearms
training that involves techniques designed to work in a real
gunfight; that training still goes on at the SCALE Regional
Training Center in Jordan. “That facility has been, and continues
to be, fantastic,” Petz said.
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Students must also successfully complete 80 hours of use-offorce training; 80 hours of patrol practicals through a number of
different scenarios; 60 hours of crime scene investigation
training; and 40 hours of traffic enforcement. They are also
required to take a first responders course and pass the Cooper
physical fitness standards to be eligible for POST licensing.
The Rasmussen philosophy is that once a student completes
skills training, he or she should be prepared to walk into any
department in America and be qualified as an entry-level police
officer. “The learning model we use—both in our academic
classes and our skills program—is designed to get students to
perform as soon as they get out into the field,” Petz said.
But every student is only as good as his or her instructor, so
Rasmussen also focuses on hiring faculty that have practical
experience, specialized training and academic credentials to
deliver the learning students need.
When it comes to field experience of the instructors, the
numbers are impressive. The 32 instructors currently employed
in the law enforcement skills program average almost 15 years
apiece on the job. Collectively, the group boasts more than 488
total years of service.

Rasmussen’s schedule is also a bit unique, in that students
participate in skills classes one evening per week and on
weekends to develop proficiency over time, while still keeping
their family and work commitments.
An outcomes-based approach, rigorous academic curriculum
and experienced faculty are the keys to the Rasmussen College
approach. The field of law enforcement is constantly changing
and now Rasmussen College’s skills program is designed to train
the law enforcement officers of tomorrow.
The new skills facility also fits into Rasmussen College’s
commitment to the community, as the facility not only trains law
enforcement officers of the future, but is available at no cost for
metro police departments and the military to use for ongoing
professional development and training. Police departments from
Eagan, Apple Valley, Cambridge and the U.S. Army Reserves have
already booked space in the firearms simulator. Departments will
also be able to hone their CSI skills in the crime lab.
To learn more about the law enforcement degree program at
Rasmussen College, visit
http://www.rasmussen.edu/degrees/justice-studies/lawenforcement/.

The Metro CISM Team
Presents...

MASS CASUALTY INCIDE
INCIDENTS
NTS
Response, Resilience, Lessons Learned

Friday, May 16, 2014

Early Registration Deadline: April 16th

Ramada Bloomington at the Mall
2300 East American Blvd, Bloomington MN

SPEAKERS AND TOPICS
Conn. State Police Sgt. Troy Anderson
The Unimaginable: CISM Lessons Learned from the Sandy
Hook Tragedy

Tom McSherry, M.C.
Granite Mountain Hotshots Firefighters Tragedy: CISM Lessons Learned

Sandy Scarra, B.Ed.
Concrete Clouds/Paper Rain: A CISM Response to 9/11

Panel Discussion
We recommend that you attend this course to learn about taking
care of your people after a mass casualty or critical incident. First
Responders, Front Line Supervisors and Administrators; School Resource
Officers, School Administrators; Emergency Room Staff; Social Workers and
Therapists; Emergency Response Planners, etc.

Qualifies for 4.75 P.O.S.T. Credits/CEUs
Cost: $100 if paid in full before April 16th
$125 if paid in full after April 16th

Please visit www.metrocism.org for more information and registration
materials, email admin@metrocism.org, or call 612-207-1130.
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iGOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS

VENDOR PROFILE CODE 4 SERVICES, LLC

The Minnesota Chiefs of Police Association (MCPA)
values its vendor relationships. It is proud to highlight
industry vendors who bring vital products and
services to the law enforcement community. We are
pleased to feature Code 4 Services, LLC in this issue.

Founded in 2008, Code 4 Services, LLC has made its mission to
consistently exceed expectations by continually changing the
standard by which patrol vehicle equipment installations are
judged. Everything they do reflects this and the values that
make it possible.
Serving Minnesota, North Dakota and South Dakota,
Code 4 Services, LLC focuses on providing the very best
vehicle installations available, unbeatable customer service
and excellent pricing on products from Whelen, Havis, Sound

As Code 4 looks to the future and trends that will strongly
affect the law enforcement community in their area of
specialty, they see that LED warning lights are producing more
and more output and are becoming too bright in dark
settings. Many of these lights have a low power option that is
rarely utilized. At Code 4, they wire this option on every light
bar that leaves their shop.

Off Signal, Setina, Code 3, Pro-Gard, Tremco, Lund Industries,
Laguna 3P, Intermotive, Ram Mounts and more! Code 4 can
drop ship products directly to the customer’s door. Code 4
also has a mobile workshop and can perform many
installations on-site and most service work is done on-site.
When it comes to serving Minnesota’s law enforcement
community, Code 4 Services feels that many of their
customers had become complacent with the fact that they
were going to experience quite a few problems with their
patrol vehicles due to the amount of equipment installed in
them. After turning to Code 4 they have realized that
whatever is being installed, done properly, should be trouble
free for the life of its service. Being part of the Law
Enforcement Expo at the Executive Training Institute has
brought Code 4 Services, LLC to the attention of their key
market with very positive results.

In addition, tablet computers are becoming more powerful.
Code 4 sees them combined with a mounted wireless
keyboard replacing the traditional laptops that are in the
majority of the law enforcement vehicles. This is important
because as cars get smaller the components installed into
them also must adapt and become smaller to keep a safe and
ergonomic mobile office.
(To contact Code 4 Service, LLC, 320.266.1600; Web Site:
www.code4services.com).
Representative to Minnesota’s law enforcement community is
Jared Grefsrud/ 320.266.1600/ code4services@gmail.com. Other
key staff: Wyatt Haiby, Lead Technician.

Spring 2014
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Leadership Success:
Enhancing the Bond of Trust

2014 EXECUTIVE TRAINING INSTITUTE

By Margaret I. Winchell, Minnesota Police Chief Managing Editor/ETI Meeting Manager
In today’s world of technology, data breaches and
terrorist threats, the community’s trust of law
enforcement is as challenging as ever. The 2014
Executive Training Institute (ETI), Leadership Success:
Enhancing the Bond of Trust, March 31-April 2 in
Rochester, will address the theme of trust. How do law
enforcement professionals instill, build and keep/regain
the trust of the communities they serve? Within the
departments they lead and the organizations where they
work? Technology is a double-edged sword, it gives us
the ability to do more with less, but at times it creates a
lack of communication with the communities we serve.
What tools in the 21st century does law enforcement
need to serve the public while at the same time not
diminish the public’s trust and belief in law
enforcement?

and organization of all time is trust. Through his graduate
research, David has gained the knowledge and credibility to
share how trust is a bottom-line decision that can create a lasting
change in your life and organization.

KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS

General Sessions will be held on Monday morning and
Wednesday morning with representatives from the Department
of Public Safety, POST, BCA and PERA. In the coming year, there

BREAKOUT SESSIONS
In response to attendee surveys, the ETI will be one day shorter,
beginning at 9:00 a.m. on Monday, March 31 and ending on
Wednesday, April 2 at 4:00 p.m. Breakouts will be held on
Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday morning. Session topics
include trust and the media, a primer on Minnesota’s Personal
Protection Act, managing stressful lifestyles, minimizing and
eliminating a long-term hiring mistake, handling personnel
problems legally and leadership skills that will increase diversity
awareness and cultural competency.

GENERAL SESSIONS

We have three Keynote Speaker presentations beginning on
Monday, March 31. The ETI will begin with Ross Bernstein, bestselling author of, “The Champion’s Code”.
Based on the “Good to Great” philosophy,
Master of Science
Ross will give attendees a look at how
dynamic leadership and exceptional service
to the public builds connections, innovation
and ultimately a high trust level for both law
ublic
enforcement and the public.

Tuesday, the ETI addresses the global,
statewide and local issue of terrorism. Dr.
Jarret Brachman will explore the wide array
of anti-government extremists operating in
the United States in his presentation, “AntiGovernment Extremism”. Brachman will
overview the tactics that individuals who
subscribe to marginal belief systems tend to
use for recruiting, funding and operations.
Attendees will gain practical knowledge that
Dr. Brachman has learned from his study of
encounters with these types of individuals.
Wednesday’s Keynote Speaker, David
Horsager’s brings us full circle with his
presentation, “8 Pillars to Enhancing the Bonds
of Trust”. In his entertaining and contentfilled presentation, Horsager proves that the
single uniqueness of the greatest leaders
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Are you looking for a promotion?
If you are, stand out against other
candidates with a Master of Science in

Public Safety Executive Leadership
through St. Cloud State University!

We offer a 36 hour, non-thesis based
graduate program for those working in
public safety that can be complete in as
little as 2 - 3 years.
Don’t live in or near St. Cloud?
1R SUREOHP ZH RIIHU ÀH[LEOH FODVV RSWLRQV
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 ,QWHUDFWLYH 79
For more information, contact:
Dr. Stephen Hennessy
P: 320.308.2158
E: smhennessy@stcloudstate.edu
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2014 EXECUTIVE TRAINING INSTITUTE

will be significant changes in these areas affecting law
enforcement professionals. These presentations will provide
information on the changes.

Chief McCormick has asked Pastor Phil Ruud, his pastor from
First English Lutheran Church, Cannon Falls, to give the
invocation and speak at the prayer breakfast:

SOCIAL

The Awards Social and Banquet has moved to Tuesday evening
beginning at 6:00 p.m. in the Kahler Grand Hotel. The banquet is
a moving evening and highlight of the ETI. Cocktail or Class A
uniforms are the attire for the evening.

The ETI offers attendees an unique opportunity to network, visit
and connect with other CLEOs in a variety of casual and fun
evenings.
The Hospitality Suite is a terrific casual place for attendees to
discuss the days’ sessions, connect with old friends and relax. We
will open the Hospitality Suite on Sunday evening, March 30
from 7:00-10:00 p.m. Check the Final Program or online for
Monday and Tuesday’s open hours. The Hospitality Suite is in the
headquarters hotel, Kahler Grand Hotel.
Monday the President’s Reception begins at 4:30 p.m. in the Law
Enforcement Expo hall. After a great day of sessions, the
reception offers attendees the first look at the exhibits along with
a chance to relax and reconnect. Monday evening comedy
night returns with an attendee favorite, C. Willi Myles. Dinner
and a great show begin at 7:00 p.m. at the Kahler Grand Hotel.
Tuesday bright and early, attendees will gather for the
Association’s Prayer Breakfast. This is a special time for attendees
to stop and focus on another part of their leadership.

Spring 2014

ACCOMMODATIONS
In response to the increasing attendance at the ETI, we are
offering several hotel options as we do in St. Cloud and Duluth.
The headquarters hotel is the Kahler Grand Hotel, host to the
Comedy Night, Awards Social and Banquet and the nightly
hospitality suite. The DoubleTree, located in the heart of
downtown is the closest block to the Mayo Civic Center. The
Rochester Marriott, recently transformed with newly remodeled
rooms is a new choice for us in Rochester as is the Hilton Garden
Inn. Hotels are connected via skyway to the Mayo Civic Center
where session and the Expo are held. Visit www.mnchiefs.org to
connect to the hotels websites and make your reservations.
It’s a full three days of outstanding education and networking. To
view all the full program, social information, view a list of current
exhibitors, lodging information and registration, visit the
Association’s website at www.mnchiefs.org.
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YOUR CAREER.
YOUR EDUCATION.
YOUR MOVE.
Move your Criminal Justice career forward with a new degree from
Concordia University, St. Paul. Concordia’s flexible and accessible online
programs allow you to earn an advanced degree while serving Minnesota
communities. Choose between Concordia’s bachelor’s, master’s, and
certificate programs to take the next step toward a more driven career.
•
•
•
•

Bachelor of Arts in Criminal Justice
Master of Arts in Criminal Justice Leadership
Master of Arts in Human Services – Forensic Mental Health
Forensic Mental Health Certificate

CLASSES ARE FORMING.
Contact an enrollment counselor today to learn more.
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Skyway connecting hotels to Mayo Civic Center.
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Architects & Engineers
BKV Group
Leo A Daly
Wold Architects and Engineers
Associations, Organizations &
Programs
Diversion Solutions
iGovernment Solutions
St. Cloud State University
Attorney Referral Services
Abrams & Schmidt LLC
Communication Equipment
ANCOM COMMUNICATIONS and
TECHNICAL CENTER
HealthEast Vehicle Services
Infinity Wireless, Inc.
Communication Equipment Service
& Repair
ANCOM COMMUNICATIONS and
TECHNICAL CENTER

Computer Equipment & Software
iGovernment Solutions
Minco Technology Center
Panasonic System Communications
Company

Psychological Services
Campion, Barrow & Associates
Gary L. Fischler & Associates, PA
Martin - McAllister Consulting
Psychologists, Inc.

Consulting Services
Abrams & Schmidt LLC
BKV Group
Campion, Barrow & Associates
Diversion Solutions
Gary L. Fischler & Associates, PA
Martin - McAllister Consulting
Psychologists, Inc.
Wold Architects and Engineers

Radar/Speed Tracking Equipment
Odyssey Battery

Identification Equipment
IdentiSys Inc.
Mobile Data Systems
Emergency Automotive Technologies,
Inc.
Infinity Wireless, Inc.

Records/Transcribers
Chader Voice Technology
Surveillance Equipment
ICOR Technology
IdentiSys Inc.
Minco Technology Center
Panasonic System Communications
Company
Training Products & Programs
Hennepin Technical College Customized Law Enforcement
Training
St. Cloud State University
Water Rescue Innovations LLC

Uniforms, Awards & Promotional
Products
KEEPRS, Inc.
Vehicles, Warning Lights &
Accessories
Code 4 Services, LLC
Emergency Automotive Technologies,
Inc.
Vehicles, Warning Lights &
Accessories
Code 4 Services, LLC
Emergency Automotive Technologies,
Inc.
HealthEast Vehicle Services
ICOR Technology
KEEPRS, Inc
Odyssey Battery
Water Rescue/Safety
Water Rescue Innovations LLC
Weapons, Restraints & Accessories
KEEPRS, Inc

2014 BUYERS’ GUIDE

The Minnesota Chiefs of Police Association is proud to present the 2014 Buyers’ Guide dedicated to bringing valuable products and services to the hands of law enforcement
and safety professionals. In addition to the alphabetical listing of the companies and their products and services, categorical listings by specialty are provided as well. Please
use this guide throughout 2014 to aid in your search for the perfect provider(s) for your needs.

ABRAMS & SCHMIDT LLC
Contact: Marylee Abrams, Attorney
Telephone: 651-332-7907
Email: mabrams@abramsandschmidt.com
Website: www.minnesotalaboremploymentlawblog.com
We advise Chiefs on labor and employment matters. Our mission is to
provide proactive legal advice to assist in addressing workplace issues
before they become problems. We can assist with or conduct internal
affairs investigations and training. We also offer representation at labor
contract negotiations, mediations, interest or grievance arbitrations.

DELIVERS
SOLUTIONS

ANCOM COMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNICAL CENTER
Contact: Dean Daninger, Sales Manager
Telephone: 952-808-0033
Direct: 763-755-3377
Email: dean.daninger@ancom.org Website: www.ancom.org
Authorized Motorola Two-Way Radio & Service Partner in Midwest since
1991. Motorola Equipment, Parts & Accessory Sales, Motorola Premier
Service Partner, Motorola Certified Technicians, 800 MHz Statewide
System Integration Experts, Maintenance Contracts, Airtime, Depot & InHouse Repair (FM Repair-Approved). Providing unmatched, proven
partnering and a commitment to deliver communication solutions to
you.

BKV GROUP
Contact: Bruce Schwartzman, AIA, Partner
Telephone: 612-373-9104
Email: bschwartzman@bkvgroup.com Website: www.bkvgroup.com
We have designed over 65 police, public safety, and community serviceoriented facilities since 1978. Our expertise includes new facilities,
additions, adaptive reuse, remodeling, needs assessments, and master
planning. We strive to create safe and secure solutions of the highest
quality that serve our communities and the officers that serve them.
CAMPION, BARROW & ASSOCIATES
Contact: Thomas R. Campion, Ph.D., Consulting Police Psychologist
Telephone: 800-292-3399
Fax: 217-356-9875
Email: tcampion@campionbarrow.com Website:
www.campionbarrow.com
Campion, Barrow & Associates (CBA) is a group psychological practice
that has been providing comprehensive psychological services to
departments of public safety since 1974. Services include preemployment, special assignment, promotion, and fitness for duty
psychological evaluations. CBA has offices in Minnesota, Illinois, Indiana,
and Missouri. Additional services include counseling, research, officer
assistance programs, and consultation.
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CODE 4 SERVICES, LLC
Contact: Jared Grefsrud, Owner
Telephone: 320-266-1600
Email: code4services@gmail.com Website: www.code4services.com
Code 4 focuses on providing the very best vehicle installations available,
unbeatable customer service and excellent pricing on products from
Whelen, Havis, Sound Off Signal, Setina, Code 3, Pro-Gard, Tremco, Lund
Industries, Laguna 3P, Intermotive, Ram Mounts and more! Code 4 can
drop ship products directly to our customers door.

DIVERSION SOLUTIONS
Contact: Scott Adkisson, CEO
Telephone: 651-388-1023
Email: scott@diversionsolutions.net Website:
www.DiversionSolutions.net
Our integrated bilingual programs support jurisdictions, victims and
defendants at no cost to government. Diversion programs: check,
driving, drug and theft/shoplifting. Supervision programs: deferred
prosecution/judgment and guilty plea terms/requirements. Classes:
theft/shoplifting, alcohol/drug and personal/conflict management. We
have served over 15,000 participants and returned over $16 million in
funds to-date.
EMERGENCY AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Contact: Adam Wadsten, Sales Manager
Telephone: 651-765-2657
Email: adam.wadsten@emergencyautomotive.com
Website: www.emergencyautomotive.com
E.A.T.I. is your one stop for all of your police equipment needs. From
antennas to Zebra printers, we supply, repair and install the equipment
you need to do your job. Our staff of 14 installers is EVT and MECP
certified. We are Master Distributors for all of the major lighting and siren
manufacturers. Call us today!
GARY L. FISCHLER & ASSOCIATES, PA
CONSULTING AND FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGISTS
Contact: Dr. Gary Fischler, President
Telephone: 612-333-3825
Fax: 612-333-6740
Email: gfischler@psycheval.com
Website: www.psycheval.com
Since 1991 we have examined over 4000 public safety personnel for
over 100 agencies at local, state and federal levels. Our mission is to
provide psychological pre-employment, promotional / managerial, and
fitness-for-duty evaluations in the most accurate, objective, and ethical
manner possible. Please contact us to receive a complete prospectus
describing our services or to schedule an examination.
HEALTHEAST VEHICLE SERVICES
Contact: Ken Larsen, Mgr of Vehicle Services
Telephone: 651-232-5893
Fax: 651-232-1756
Email: kblarsen@healtheast.org
Website: www.healtheast.org
Currently used online at mnchiefs.org: HealthEast Vehicle Services is
now offering emergency equipment service on all types of emergency
vehicles. We are also a certified installer for Panasonic Arbitrator camera
systems and also TOMTOM commercial GPS and tracking systems. We
have years of experience maintaining our own vehicles to the highest
standard. Let us help you with your system needs!
MINNESOTA POLICE CHIEF
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HENNEPIN TECHNICAL COLLEGE - CUSTOMIZED LAW
ENFORCEMENT TRAINING
Contact: Stu Robinson, LE Customized Training Manager
Telephone: 763-657-3723
Fax: 763-567-3739
Email: stuart.robinson@hennepintech.edu
Website: www.hennepintech.edu/customizedtraining/aces
We provide high quality, customized in-service training opportunities
for peace officers. Our new state-of-the-art facility includes two firearms
ranges, a video simulator, a two-story simulation lab area, and AV
equipped rooms. We also partner with Fire/EMS to provide integrated
response training. Minnesota P.O.S.T. Approved.
ICOR TECHNOLOGY
Contact: Andrew Kavalersky, Vice President Sales & Marketing
Telephone: 613-745-3600
Fax: 613-745-3590
Email: akavalersky@icortechnology.com
Website: www.icortechnology.com
ICOR Technology Inc. is a life-saving organization specializing in the
design and manufacture of the suite of CALIBER® Robots, and other
essential high-quality, protective security equipment for CBRNe, EOD,
and Tactical units worldwide, including units in Canada, USA, UK, the
Middle East, and Asia.
IDENTISYS INC.
Contact: Joe Wright, Senior VP
Sales
Telephone: 888-437-9783
Fax: 952-975-0660
Email: sales@identisys.com
Website: www.identisys.com
IdentiSys Inc. is a full-service
identification and security solutions provider committed to serving you
with exceptional customer service, an extensive product line, and onsite service. Interested in a photo ID system or cards? Discover why
police departments identify with IdentiSys – we offer systems, cards,
accessories, and in-house card personalization services.
iGOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS
Contact: Kurt Glaser, Owner
Telephone: 612 424-5401
Fax: 612-333-3821
Email: KurtGlaser@iGovernmentSolutions.com
Website: www.igovernmentsolutions.com
The Ticket Education Program promotes public safety education on the
web. Offenders who receive citations for low-level offenses can chose to
go to class. Their citation is dismissed upon graduation. Tuition is
generally the same or less than the price of the citation. The Program is
available on the web 24/7.
INFINITY WIRELESS, INC.
Contact: Dave Toutloff
Telephone: 763-315-8691
Email:
dave@infinitywireless.com
Website:
www.infinitywireless.com
We are an Authorized
Motorola Two-Way Radio
Dealer & communications
partner. We provide
professional sales, services & rentals. *Motorola Two-Way Radios *
ARMER/800mhz Public Safety System Radios *In-House Repair Depot
*Field Technical Services *Maintenance Contracts *Radio Rentals. We are
committed to providing immediate response & reliable solutions to our
customers!
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KEEPRS, INC.
Contact: Jason Klinefelter, Director of Sales
Telephone: 320-493-9109
Fax: 320-529-9587
Email: jason@keeprs.com
Website: www.keeprs.com
KEEPRS is a preferred provider of Public Safety Uniforms and Equipment
in the Midwest. Their mission to “Create an Awesome experience worth
sharing” is reflected in the 110% effort they give every customer. They
offer brand name, top quality products at fair prices. Call KEEPRS today!

LEO A DALY
Contact: Cindy McCleary, Regional Government Market Sector Leader
Telephone: 612-338-8741
Fax: 612-338-4840
Email: camccleary@leoadaly.com Website: www.leoadaly.com
LEO A DALY has over 60 years of experience in architecture, engineering
and planning services for city, county, state and federal governments.
Our firm has designed over 100 law enforcement, detention/correction,
emergency operations, EMS, fire, and courts/court security facilities. Our
Minneapolis office has been serving Minnesota clients since 1917.
MARTIN - MCALLISTER CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGISTS, INC.
Contact: Norma DiLorenzo, PsyD, Licensed Psychologist
Telephone: 612-338-8461
Fax: 612-349-6759
Email: normad@martinmcallister.com Website:
www.martinmcallister.com
Pre-employment, promotional, developmental, and fitness-for-duty
evaluations provide a foundation for our services to departments. A
range of other services, including critical incident stress debriefings,
team building, training, individualized coaching, and attitude and
climate surveys, are also available to departments. We are willing to
tailor our services to meet our clients' needs.
MINCO TECHNOLOGY CENTER
Contact: Jim Draper, Solutions Advisor
Telephone: 320-258-5105
Fax: 320-258-5119
Email: jdraper@mincopc.com
Website: www.mincopc.com
Minco Technology Center has been a provider of laptops and mounts
for emergency service vehicles for 12 years. We are family owned and
our headquarters is in St. Cloud, MN. We provide a full range of
computer products, forensics and repair as well as low voltage wiring
and surveillance cameras.
ODYSSEY BATTERY
Contact: Warren Twiehaus, Sales Engineer
Telephone: 612-751-6561
Fax: 763-557-2826
Email: WarrenT@rcominc.com
Website: www.odysseybattery.com
Odyssey Battery is the "True Dual Performance Battery" that exceeds the
electrical requirements of today’s squads giving dependable long life.
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PANASONIC SYSTEM COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
Contact: Terri Wheeler, Group Marketing Manager
Telephone: 201-615-9956
Email: Terri.Wheeler@us.panasonic.com
Website: www.panasonic.com/business-solutions/public-sectorbusiness-solutions.asp
Panasonic business technology solutions empower public sector
agencies to enhance their capabilities and maximize operational
efficiencies. Panasonic mobile computing, mobile digital video, security
and surveillance solutions provide mission-critical information, help
improve officer safety and maintain evidentiary integrity, help increase
situational awareness and maintain critical communication to the
public.
ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY
Contact: Dr. Stephen Hennessey, Associate Professor of Criminal Justice
Telephone: 320-308-2993
Email: smhennessy@stcloudstate.edu
Website: bulletin.stcloudstate.edu/gb/programs/psel.asp
The MS in Public Safety Executive Leadership is intended for mid-level
managers with two years or more of public safety agency employment,
and currently are employed in a public safety agency. This includes but
is not necessarily limited to law enforcement, fire, emergency medical
services, and corrections.

WATER RESCUE INNOVATIONS LLC
Contact: Connie Sylvester, CEO/Owner
Telephone: 218-349-5903
Email: csylvester@waterrescueinnovations.com
Website: waterrescueinnovations.com
Water Rescue Innovations, LLC offers a new and amazing product to
help rescuers get a positive grip on a victim in distress. In these
uncertain times of freak weather incidences, people find themselves in
dangerous situations. The ARM-LOC helps safely rescue the victim
without endangering the lives of the rescuers.
te.edu
WOLD ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
Contact: Michael Cox, AIA, Partner
Telephone: 651-227-7773 Fax: 651-223-5646
Email: mcox@woldae.com Website:
www.woldae.com
For over 45 years, Wold Architects and
Engineers has developed relationships with
Minnesota Cities and their Police to create
effective facility solutions. Wold’s recognized
experience in Police, Public Safety and 911/EOC
facilities makes us an industry leader. Services:
Master Planning, Facility Analysis, Programming,
Space Needs, Architectural and Engineering,
Cost Estimating and Construction
Administration. Visit www.woldae.com.
If you have comments about this Buyer's Guide or would like to have
your company listed in this guide in 2015, please contact Erica Nelson,
763-497-1778 / erica@pierreproductions.com
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WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED

When you need an
experienced ARMER partner

When your conditions demand
interoperable communications

When your situation is
mission critical

Thank-you Minnesota Police Chief Magazine for a Great 20-Year Partnership!
Advertising with you since 1994 — Serving Law Enforcement since 1991

SALES: 952-808-0033
RENTALS: 952-890-7570
SERVICE: 952-808-7699
sales @ ancom.org

WWW.ANCOM.ORG
MOTOROLA, MOTO, MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS and the Stylized M Logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC and are used under license. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 2014 Motorola Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.

“Be among the Elite at Central Lakes College”
CLC Offers:
Criminal Justice A.A.S Degree in Criminal Justice
Natural Resource A.A.S in Law Enforcement
Criminal Justice Certificate
Contact information:
Gae L. Davis, Criminal Justice Coordinator
Professional Peace Officer Education Program
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Central Lakes College is an equal opportunity educator and employer. ADA Accessible.

Spring 2014
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